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Freshman Jennifer Andrews, as Methastoph1lts, shows semor Troy Mayfield, as Dr. Faustus , a book of smg
the EIU theater presentatiOn of "The Tragical History of Doctor Faustu "

Play deals with black magic
Faustus wishes to end pact with Lucifer to save his soul
By TONY CAMPBELL
Staff writer

The EIU theater presentation of
'"The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus ," gave a frightening
interpretation of the dangers of
striving for power.
The play which is held in the
Dounda Fine Arts Center, will run
unti l Wednesday with shows
starting at 8 p.m. and an admission of $2 for students is required.
Troy Mayfield's performance of
Dr. Faustus, as he struggled to
break a contract with Lucifer in
which he sacrificed his soul for
knowledge and power, was darkly
convincing.
Faustus, an extremely intelligent
man, began dabbling in black
magic after a demonstration of
extreme power by two magicians.
Faustus, seeking the same power
performed by the magicians, then
performed a ceremony in which a
servant
to
Lucifer,
Mephistophilis, rose from hell.
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Eventually, Faustus is persuaded
to make a pact with the devil m
which Methastophilis would
answer any questions and perform
any deed. In return, the devil may
take his soul after 24 years.
During the 24 years, Faustus IS
held in high regard as news of his
great knowledge and magical
feats spreads. He is asked on
occasions to perform feats such as
raising spirits of Alexander the
Great or Helen of Troy.
As his time grows near the end,
Faustus wishes to end the pact,
but Lucifer refuses to let go of his
soul and he is damned to hell forever.

The elaborate stage helped create the eerie atmosphere as a
rocky terrain and a bright red
background gave the impression
of how hell is usually visualized.
During the performance, several
demons with hideous masks
crawled around the stage often
moaning and filling the room
with evil laughter. Holes and
crevaces in the stage allowed the
creatures to crawl in and out of
the scene.
Overall, the cast performed very
well and the lighting and incredible set only added to an already
fabulous performance.

